You're cast as Hamlet!
Au revoir!
Farewell!
Goodbye! Auf wiedersehen!
...And that's enough of that.
I just get so ANXIOUS every time a play I'm in closes!
(water vapor)
And when I saw that, your honor, I swore I would never wear clothes again.
SNORGX

use whenever life is severe, demanding, extreme, all-consuming, or sped-up
So it's just a bunch of boring shapes. Yup, nothing special.
NO CHARGE
TO BE IN
CHARGE
SEE! THE AMAZING BILLY-DINI!
$3i \times 4i = -12$

$7^2 = 49$

$\frac{25}{4} = 6 \frac{1}{4}$

$\sin 30^\circ = \cos 60^\circ$

$\sqrt[3]{64} = 4$

$18 + 4 = 319$, I swear.
Hi!

It is so nice to see you!

Whassup!